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Candidate Work Style
They may lack a strong work ethic. In addition, they seem eager to learn new skills. This candidate will tend to be pleasant and engaging dealing
with others.

Sales Overall Score
88
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This candidate seems to have good potential for work in sales. They are competitive, hard-working, achievement-oriented and success-minded
—they like to win and will work to make it happen. Although they can be somewhat self-critical (which is useful in sales), they have good social
skills and are willing to take the initiative to get things moving. In addition, people seem to like them because they know how to build and
maintain relationships. The candidate seems flexible and adaptable, and willing to bend the rules when necessary in order to get the job done.
They are likely to perform better as an individual contributor than as a team player—which is consistent with a sales profile.

Sales Competencies
Communication
100
Driving for Results
79
Sales Focus
76
Displaying Confidence
99
Relationship Building
76
Influencing Others
58
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HIGH
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People With Similar Scores
Trust others’ intentions even when under pressure
Are confident in front of larger groups
Want to take charge and get things organized
Are charming and amusing
Downplay their achievements
Appear unafraid of risk even under pressure
Are pleasant and easy-going
Appear driven to win

Additional Competencies
Business Insight
71
Presenting to Others
74
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Interview Questions
Describe your communication style. Do you prefer communicating in email/text, over the phone, or by video/in-person? Why?
What is the work accomplishment that you are most proud of?
Think back to a time when you were able to convince a weary or skeptical customer and close a sale. What was your approach and what
was the outcome?
Describe a time when your ability to display confidence helped you win over a client. What was the situation and what was the outcome?
Recall a time where your idea or plan required convincing someone else. Describe how you were able to influence them to see your
perspective.
Describe your relationship style with coworkers. Do you prefer working independently or in collaboration with others?
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